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When more than one beam emerges from an internal or external target, 
the width of the first quadrupole in the beam often limits acceptance. Special 
high power magnets, their parameters specifically chosen to improve acceptance, 
may either provide an increase in the particle flux available in a given beam, 
or allow more beams of useful intensity to be exploited from the same target. 
It • 
The rdation between the optical parameters of a doublet and its 
acceptance have been Ell~lysed using thin lens theory by Geibel and Auberson (l) 
and, using thick lens theory by King (2). A new kind of quadrupole, small in 
the horizontal dimension, (the "Figure of Eight" quadrupole) has been described 
by the nuthor (3). In this report the relative merits of this and other types 
of design are c8mpared using King's theory. As a basis for comparison the situ-
ation is considered where the quadrupolus are used in a doublet arrangement, 
turning the berun parallel. 
In addition to this comparison the more general problem of the choice 
of aperture, length and current density of quadrupoles and its effect on the 
acceptance of doublets is discussed. The choice of quadrupole parameters for 
maximum acceptance depends on the momentum of the beam and the angle subtended 
at the target by the space available for transport magnets. While it is im-
practical to provide sp8cial magnets for each beam, a compromise design is 




It is found that a "Figure of Eight" design (Fig. 1) is capable of 
larger acceptances than other designs. This is true even though, because the 
"Figure of Eight" design is·,.not capable of as high a field gradient as other 
designs, it must be ... longer to achieve the same focussing power. 
. ' 
Parameters of a "Figure of Eight" quadrupole of high power consumption 
and appropriate to the present needs of CERN are mentioned (they are set out in 
detail in another note)(4). It is suggested that such a quadrupole might allow 
acceptances to be increased by factors 2 - 3 and at the same time allow 60 0/1 
more beams to be taken from the same target. 
2. Doublet Design for Maximum Acceptance 
The calcul2tions of acceptance in the following sections are based 
on the curves calculated by Ying for a quadrupole doublet in which each magnet 
is treated as a thick lens. Only doublets will be considere• which turn a beam, 
diverging from a target, into a parallel beam. The most relevent of these curves 
are reproduced in this report (Figs. 2, 3, 4). It should be noted that accep-
tance .n.. is defined as a:Ha:V , the pr~duct of the semi-angles in the horizontal 
and vertical plane at the target. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that acceptance 
may be gained by reducing z 1 the distance of the first quadrupole from the target. 
Acceptance may finally be limited in one of two ways : 
a) Space Limited Case 
The physical width of the magnet may restrict t/d to a minimum value. This 
situation is shown in Fig. 5. Two adjacent beams coming from the same target 
n.re shown. There may of course be other beams adjacent to these, as for 
instance in the South Hall. z is limited by the condition that the outer 
edge of the magnets must not cross the lines of distinction, AB, AB', with 
the adjacent beams. In certain practical cases z may be limited by other 
physical obstacles. For instance if the target is an internal one its 
virtual position as seen through the fringe field of the PS may be a long 
the 
way inside the machine and z may then be limited by/phy-sical obstacle 




doublet and either external or internal target 1this may limit z • However, 
these limitations are peculiar to specific beams and not within the scope 
of the present study. 






w/2d tan V' (1) 
magnetic effective "1ength of quadrupole, 
width of quadrupole, 
angle between axis of· beam and the line of 
symmetry with adjacent beam. (Note thatif is 
not the production angle which may be chosen 
independently of'l/I). 
The maximum acceptance is then achieved at the point A in Fig. 6(a). The 
two magnets are placed as close together as possible (x = x . where 
min 
x . is the distance between the hard edged equiv,alents of the two quadru-
min 
poles when the mugnots are physically touching). 
Strength Limited Case 
01 
1/2 (2) == d (ke/p) 
where 
k = field gradient of the magnet, 
p = momentum of the beam. 
If the lenses are wenk the value of e1· given by (2) may be insufficient, 
even when the first magnet is at its maximum gradient, to allow the 
·doublet to be placed as close to the target as the limit defined by (a). 
In this c~se the maximuin acceptance is achieved at point Bin Figure 6(b). 
xis· now greater than its minimum value. 
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It.is possible that both liwitations may operate simultaneously (point C in 
Fig. 6 ( c). 
Given complete freedom of choice in the length d, the situation to 
be sought after for optimisation of acceptance is that e1 should be just 
sufficient at maximum field for the doublet to be both strength and space 
limited and that x/d should equal zero. Such a doublet will be referred to 
as the optimum doublet and corresponds to point D in Figure 6(d), 
The variation ef acceptance S2. on either side of an optimum situ-
ation is shown in Figure 7. 
3. Quadrupoles of High Current Density and Small Overall Width 
The overall width, volume and cost of a quadrupole magnet depends, 
not only on its length a"'~a aperVJre, but also on the current density in its 
coil. In principle it is pessible to design a quadrupole of given length and 
aperture with any desired overall 1vidth. However, increasing the current den-
sity, alt11ough reducing the overall width and cost of the magnet, implies a 
higher power consumption. 
Almost all existing quadrupoles at various laboratories have been 
designed with mo:lest power consu.rnption and a variety of current densities, 
often det.2rrnined by the available power supplies. In comparing the acceptance 
of different types cf design, it is useful to consider magnets of the same power 
consumption, operating in equally favourable situations. Accordingly some simple 
scaling relations (Appendix I) h.we been applied to the three basic quadrupole 
(~) (5) designs studied in c.: previous r·~ port _, and also to the Asner Design • The 
overall width w, m3.Ximum str·..::ne-tb 6, and minimum x/d frir a wide range of lengths 
and apertures of c1uadrupole of e2ch design type are considered. All the quadru-
poles have the: s::me power conswrn.t;tion s.nd current rating, 330 kW, 860 Amps, , 
(that of the most powerful gencrs.tor used at CERN). They all have 10 water 
circuits per pole and a cooling water pressure drop of 10 atmospheres. 
The maximum temperature in their windings is 50° C above ambient. 
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Th8se p8.r2meters would not norm2.lly be chosen for a large number of 
general purpose magnets but they could be justified, on the grounds of reduction 
of overall width, for a few m'i.gncts available for particular applications. 
A l'lrge number of cooling circuits, high water pressure and tempe-
rature rise, contribute to a roductio,1 in overall width without 2.ffocting power 
consumption. 
It is realised that the choice of these particular parameters must 
necessarily limit the generality of the study, but the qualitative conclusions 
may be widely ap~licable. 
4. The Optimum Quadrupole 
The three qui1drupole designs, "Figure of Eight", "Conventional" and 
11 DESY11 , described in reference 3 2.lld the Asner design described in reference 5 
c211 be sco.led using the rcbtions deduced in Appendix I. It is possible to 
calcuL:.te the following functions 
w = w (L, 2, J) ( 
d = d (L, a, J) ) (3) 
x = x (L, '.=t, J) ( r;,in 
where 
w = width of quadrupole, 
d = effective magnetic length, 
L = physicci.l length of quadrupole poles, 
n 
-- '-P'-'rturc r.:idius, 
x = dis to.nee of closest approach of the hard edged min 
cquiv:"lent quadrupole to its nearest neighbour, 
J = current deniility 
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However, by n:aking the restriction that the quadrupole should have 
a particular power consumption we remove one of tho degrees of freedom. In fact 
it is convenient to remove the variable J from tho expressions above. The next 
step is simply to transform the physical parrnnetors given by these expressions 
into the optice.l parameters of the doublet. 
The optice.l "n.rn.meters required are 
z/d = z/d (L, a)'4' ) 
e - . e (L, a) ( (4) p 
x/d = x/d (L, a) ) 
2 2 ( (a/d) = (a/d) (L, a) 
where 
p = particle momentum 
y = angle defined in section 2(a) 
z/d is c8.lcul2.ted for various values ofi/lusing expression (1) ruid 
e1 , for different momenta using expression (2). (x/d) and (a/d) 2 are indepen-
dent of p andY. These quantities hnve been computed for each type of quadru-
pol: g_:1d oxamplcs .-::re plotted in Figs. 8 to 11 for a 10 cm aperture radius 
"Figure o:r Eight""quadrupole. 
Lookin5 cc.t ·1 ~;orticul·r coribirn1tion of If , a, p, and quadrupole type 
cJ.hd V":rying L, the qw:mti tics z/d, e, ruld x/d cill vary. By -~ process of iteration 
a v:--.lu,_ of L whose.. coDb°in-,tion of z/d, e1 n.nd z/d corresponds to an optimum 
doubL:t r:-,ny be foU.nd. The 'lCceptancc -'2m2y then be read from King's curves 
(Fig. 2 - 4). So, for :' given rcperture: :md qu-=i.drupole type it is possible to 
find 'l unique length of quadrupole which gives maximum ::icceptnnce in a given 
beam si tw::. ti on defined by p .md 'f/ • This has been done for many different 
values of p and 1f o.nd the results are plotted in figures 12 - 19. 
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It is appropriate at this point to give a qualitative interpretation 
of these results. Suppose tho optimum length of quadru1Jole is lmown for a given 
angle V and momentum p, 211d also for a given type of quadrupole of aperture a. 
If this magnet were to be used at a higher p, its strength e would be insuffici-
cient to allow the design of an optimum acceptance doublet with its members in 
contact. · To do so the length 1 would have to be increased ruid, in order to pre-
serve the same power consumption, so would w. The r". tio z/ d changes to a new, 
and in practice lower value according to expression (1). This new·value of 
z/d requires a larger e, requiring a further increase in L, and hence a higher 
w and d. However, the process is convergent and eventually a value of 1 is 
found where z/d, e1 , a.ri.d x/d arv that of e.n optimum acceptance design. This 
is in fact the process of iteration used to compute the optimum value of 1 as 
a function of 1f and p 2.Ild it explt~ins quali ta ti vely why longer magnets are 
requirEd to give m2.Ximum acceptance at higher momenta. 
During this i tee ration the acceptance of the doublet chP..nges. S:'..nce, 
at the higher momentum z/d is smaller,a higher point on Figure 4 is reached, 
i.e. Sl/(a/d) 2 is l~rgcr. But it turns out that this is more than offset by 
the reduction in the vs.luc (c./d) 2 and acceptance decreases with increasing 
momentum (Fig. 12). This is to be expected because doublets if they are to be 
longer at high momentum must be wider 21ld therefore cannot be placed as close 
to the target. 
Similarly, a reduction in 1..f causes an increase in z/d, and if the 
optimum condition is to be preserved L, d, ond hence e must be reduced. This 
too leads to a convergent iteration and it is found that the acceptances of 
doublets which are optimum for smaller values of ~ is smaller. The length of 
magnet required is also smaller. It is interesting to note that the value of 
.D../V is roughly const.::mt·for a given type of quadrupole and so the acceptance 
is roughly proportional to the angle occupied by the beam. (Figs. 16 to 19). 
It is important to note that the optimum value of L depends strongly 
on the values of 'if and p. 
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5. Comparison Between Different Kinds of Quadrupole 
The comp2.rison is made on the basis that the limiting aperture of 
all types is simply the circle which passes through the pole tips. In the case 
of the "Conventional" and "Figure of Eight" designs the region of good field 
(.6B/B-s;:0.001) extends to less than this radius, usually tor = O.Ba. It is 
claimed that the "DESY" and "Asner" designs have good field regions extending 
to r = l.3a in the r2gion between adjacent poles. However, the following 
points should be borne in mind : 
a) If significant use is to be made of that part of the good field which lies 
outside the region r = a , the ratio of beam width to height must be 
L1rge ( -;;::t 2 to 3) at its point of maximum excursion from the origin. This 
is not tDe case in a maximum acceptance doublet where the elements are 
touching (Fig. 20)~ 
b) In estimating the region of good field in the "Asner" quadrupole the cri-
terion applied was L1B/B-S::0.01 , which is insufficient for accurate 
optics. 
c) Un-'cil prototypes of the "DESY" and "Asner" designs have be~n made and 
measured the inhomogeneities in the end field are still unknovm. 
By assuming that all the quadru.poles have the same nominal aperture, 
the errors introduced should be less than the differences in accepte.nce which 
are folp1d to occur. The calculated_accept2.nce need only be scaled according 
to r 2 if different regions of good field are assumed. 
ComD:irison between th.; optimum acceptance of the four kinds of 
quadruDole: is presented ;:;r rihic'.llly in Figs. 12, 13, 17 and 19 for two values 
of 1+' , (y = 50 r:.nd 150 :rcr) over a rangs of momenta; and again for p = 
and 10 Go V / c over q rant::-c of ·-..p • It can be seen that if p -:::; 10 and / or 
(.f ~ 100 mr the value of ..(2. for the "Figure of Eight" design is about twice 
that for the "Conventional" design which in turn is larger than that for the 




The points marked "CERN 1 rr." on F'igs. 14 and 15 are the acceptance 
values for this magnet working at optimum combinations of '\f) and p. This 
indicates that the new quadrupoles gain a factor 2 in ..Q by using 330 kil in-
stead of 100 kW, 
It will be argued below that for quite independent reasons a high 
acceptance quadrupole would be most useful at '?.j} = 50 mr. and p = 4 GeV/c 
and under these conditions the "Figure of Eight" quadrupole gives considerably 
larger acceptances than the other designs considered. 
6. Thcc Choice of Aperture 
In examining the variation of acceptance with aperture, qualitative 
arGWJlcnts similar to those of section 4 are inconclusive. As a is increased for 
fixed ~ and p the length L must be extended since the field gradient k varies 
as l/a. This forces a reduction in z/d on account of the increase in d but the 
associated increase in w may cause the optimum value of z/d at the new apertire 
to be either less or more than before. It is not clfar therefore whether 
2 
_Q/(3./d) is improved. However, the effects ::1ay be examined qua.ntitatively 7 
and typical results are presented in Fig1res 14 and 15. 
The:: ODtimum ·~cceptances of 15 cm and 10 cm aperture magnets appear to 
be not significantly different, and it would seem that acceptance varies only 
slowly with aperture., At CSRN~ thE: large quantity of existing beam handling 
componC::nts tailored to the 10 cm aJJ2rture 1 m and 2 m quadrupoles suggests that 
nc:w cagnc:ts should be :1lso of this 2.perture. However, in pl2.nning oquipmcmt for 
n cor::pletely new laboratory the neglig:ible V"riation of acceptance with aperture 
uight lead one to small rcpG:rture systems. Ljmitations would be the widths of 
beams smcrging from the m:::chin~:, the: toL:r'lllccs on the construction of components 
which reduction of size implies and th"' difficulties of cooling small magnets of 
high power dissipation. Advantages would be much cheaper components and shorter 
p~ths for decay when unstable Darticlos are being used. 
A complete beam handling system based on say 5 cm aperture magnets 
~ay be an attractive future proposition. 
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7. The Choice of Ontimum Length 
As has been mentioned above, this must depend on the values of~ 
and p considered. At present at CERN values of lf for beams in the South Hall 
vary from 30 to 120 mr. with an average of 80 mr. If ~resent beam intensities 
are acceptable it may be argued that the value of if/ should be chosen to give 
the same acceptances with new magnets. In this way a 1r of less than 30 mr. 
could be used and 3 times the number of bemns might be accomrnodated. 
However, the prospect of 3 times as many experiments sharing the 
same target may be impractical; moreover, bending magnets and other existing 
components would limit 1f' serir:usly in this situation. 
It has already been mentioned that the ratio D /"fl is roughly 
constant for a given type of quadrupole and so a more modest reduction in '\f 
would afford propo· tionaly higher beam intensities. It would seem that a 
reasonable compromise would be to assume 1.f = 50 mr. as a representative 
requirement. This would allow room for about 60 o/o more beams ; each with 
on acceptance 2 or 3 times that at nresent possible with 1 m magnets operating 
under optimum conMtions. 
The momentum reriuirements are less easy to define. It might be 
thought rec:sonable to choose 10 GeV/c as the renresentative momentum. With 
1.f = 50 r:r. this would require a 11Figure of Eight" dc;sign of length, 
1 = l · 5 m. The existinz 1 m and 2 m magnets provide optimum doublet con-
'.ii tions at 10 Ge V / c a..11d 1: bove, s l though, because of their low power consumption r 
th•c acce'~tances .aci1ieved arE: lower than could be provided by 330 kW "Figure of 
Eight" :i::~gnets. The~ need seer:is to be; r;;ore for a magnet which can give high 
acceptances in Fh·. re<':ion 0 to i3 GFV/ c. (The wide 50 cm quadrupoles now on 
or,ier cannot be s.::.id to cover this requirement). A "Pigure of Eight" quadru-
pole, optimised in length to 'I.fl= 50 mr. wd p = 4 GeV/c is therefore con-
sidered. It would also have the adva.~tage that two such units could be 
placed one behind the other to form the first element of a doublet if a higher 
momentum, high acceptance beam channel was urgently required. 
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SUllJ.!D.arising, th::: p:::r2L1eters listed in Table 1 would seem a reason-
able choice for a new quadrupole. In Fig. 21 the variation of acceptance of 
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T A B 1 E 1 
PARAMETERS OF RECOMMENDED FIGURE OF EIGHT QUADRUPOLE 
Aperture (a) = 10 cm Radius 
Pole length (L) = 73 cm 
Power Consumption (w) = 330 kW 
Max Current (I) = 860 Amps 
Weight (approximate) = 2 tons 
Field Gradient (k) = 10 web/m3 (1010 gauss/cm) 
Magnetic length (d) = 83 cm 
) (D) = 7•4 mm 
Conductor dimensions ( (Dm) = 3·72 rmn 
) (a:) 21.5 mm 2 = 
Overall width (w) = 41.8 cm 
Current Density (J)* 15·8 A/mm 2 = 
Distance of apnroach in 
doublet (hard edged) (x) = 12.6 cm 
Optimum momentum (p) = 4 GeV/c 
Optimum~ = 50 mradians 





PARAMETERS OF SOURCE DESIGNS 
PARAMETER FIGURE OF 8 CONVENTIONAL ASNER DESY 
a (cm) 15 15 15 15 
1 (cm) 122.7 105.7 90.0 91.9 
k (w/m3) 0.675 0.810 0.900 0.950 
.i'.lp (n) 10 10 10 10 
6T (°C) 50 50 50 50 
W (kW) 330 :30 330 330 
I (A) 860 860 860 860 
R ~) 0.435 0.435 0.435 0.435 
n 10 10 10 10 
a (mm2) 45.3 49.65 55.4 60.25 
DD (mm) 5.03 4.57 4.6 4.58 
D (mm) 9.84 9.84 10.14 l0.46 
N 84 101 105 120 
n 12 15 11 12 
R (cm) 15.9 16.6 22.0 23.1(4ro) 
R (en) 20.6 22.6 33.0 --ext 
w(a) (cm) 40.0 64.6 68.0 57.4 
w(c) (cm) 25.0 39.4 67.0 91.7 





The Scaling Functions for Quadrupoles 
It is necessary to compute the properties of four families of quadru-
pole. Each family is of a different design typo and all the quadrupoles have 
certain fixed parameters in common, namely : 
DP = water pressure (atnospheres) = 10 
AT = temperature rise (oc) = 50 
w = power consumption (kW) = 330 
I = ma.xirn:um current (awps) = 860 
R = resistance at 20°c (ohms) = 0·435 
n = nUI'.lbor of water circuits/pole = 10 
The family is generated by varyinf the parameter a (cross section of 
2 
copper in a single turn of conductor (mo. ) ). As a is increased the length and 
overall width of the magnet increase the quadrupole becooes magnetically 
stronger but, in order to have the srune power consumption, must be more bulky. 
The pararlotors of e2.ch family are calcul2ted by scaling four designs~ 
one of each type, whose par1Deters are given in Tqble II. These will be referred 
to 'lS the "Source Designs" 211d their parf\Y;eters will be distinguished by the 
suffix 11 0 11 • 
The source dt..si :;ns r:.re not idc.mtical with those given in Reference 3. 
Soall modific2.tions h:ivc been n'.'.do 30 thn.t o.11 four source designs h3.ve the same 
water pressure, number of vratcr circuits, p0Rk current and resistance. Also, 
since the public2.tion of Rufcrence 3, more exact estimates of the maximum field 
gradient of each design have become available as a result of Asner's measurements 






















The notation used is summarised below ruld in Fig. 22 
aperture rs.di us ( c1'1) 
length of the poles of the magnet defined in a particular way for 
the DESY design ( c1:1) (Fig. 22) 
7: 
maximum fi8ld gr:i,dient (Webers/ D-') 
cross section of copp2r in n single turn of conductor (mm2 ) 
hydraulic diPDetcr of the cooling hole (mm) 
4 x c~rc.a/pcrimetcr 
side of squ~re occupied by a single conductor with insulation ruld 
an allow:-nc'' for w;nding build up (mm) 
number of turns/pole 
mmber of turns in lon[est wa.ter circuit 
r;1e:m rn.dius of bend of the conductor at the end of the quadrupole 
(cm) (Fig. 22) 
equiv3.lent of R for"DESY" 
rJ.dius of bend of outer;Jost conductor at the end of the quad::?.'U-
polo (c1:J) (Fig. 22) 
length of th::;.t portion of the horizontal width which scales 
linearly with .':lperture (cm) 
(total horizontal width) - w(a) 
flow of cooling water in the longest water circuit (-€/min) 
me::m length of one turn of conductor (m) 
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In deriving the scaling functions (3) which describe the farn.ily 
the first step is to find the rohtion between D, Dm and a:. 




p = condu,~t" vi ty of copper = l • 9 µO cm. 
(it is assumed that the mean temperature of the copper is 25°c 2bove ambient) 
Also 
ohms (7) 
Coobining (5), (6) tm.d (7) by eliminating G nnd-fwe have, when the 
ap:'ropriate fixed par::i.neters nre: inserted 
(8) 
it is convenient to write 
N/n = W • This would be the number of water circuits 
p~r coil if ell were as long as the longest. W should be constant for a par-
ticul~r design. So : 
(9) 
Dm is 1J. simple function of a. for each type of design. 
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Ho.ving fixed a end determined DB, D rn2y bC: calcub.ted. :M."'.king 
an allowance of 2 o/o for build-up of the coil during winding 8.Ild adding a 
further 1·25 mm to the width of ee.ch conductor for insulation 
D = 
And the current density 
2 1•27 + 1.02 (a + DD ) 
·o 
J = I/D2 
(10) 
(11) 
It is interesting to note that Dm, D, and J 2.re independent of 
'.1'.Jerture for cc given a. 
The next stem in deriving the scr.ling rel'.'tions is to calculate 
froc the r.lucs of D detcr~inod by a thG length, oagnetic length and overall 
width of thG qu':ldrcl)Ole. The vry in which this is done depends on the type 
of qu:1drupolc. 
a) Conventiom.l, Fir:urt: of Ei;~ht, Asner 
We e.ssm 1e rr, id,;-:lizod --;odol for the qu2drupole coil (Fig. 22). The 
lc::i~-::th of the sb.'"ight nortion of the coil is 2ssur.1ed to be extended by 
0•5 o. ".t c ch end to :cccor::nod:::.tc cylindrical end shims. The ends of the 
coil ·ere se~.:i-cirCl'l .r sc th~ t : 
i = 2n.R + 22 + 21 
But k = aR/ 400 Ni::i 
1 O· 5 (aB/ 400 Fr - 2c. + 2nR) (12) 
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Now, since the field gradient (k) varies as l/a and 
(13) 
The meD.n rRdius .of bpnd nt the end of the magnet increases with the 
number of turns and the width of the conductor. In fact : 
So fror:i (13) 
R = R (D/D )(a/n )1/ 2 
0 0 0 
(14) 
Substituting (13) Qnd (14) in (12) we have 
1 = (aR/800 pN )(n /n) - a - nR (D/D )(a/a )1/ 2 (15) 
0 0 0 0 0 
Within the required ~ccurncy the magnetic length is given by 
d = 1 + n (16) 
The outer coil rc.dius R t sc.'.'.los in the same way as R (espression 14) 
ex 
x . = 1 + ·: + R - d 
r.un ext 
= R ext 




In scaling the overall width of the magnet one assur;ies that the linear 
dimensions of the coil scale 2s D -v'N" i.e. 
w(c) = (DU/D fi) w(c) = (D/D )(a/a )1/ 2w(c) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
With the coil must be included a portion of the yoke, shaded in Fig. 23, 
whose dimensions are dependent on those of the ~oil. 
The rest of the horizont:ll width ( w(a)) scales line?.rly with aperture. 
Therefore : 
(18) 
b) DESY Design 
1 is defined ns the length of the pole including the rounded ends. 
(see Fig. 22) 
Assuming that the field falls line:irly between the edge of the straight 
p~rt of the poles and the end plate 
(16a) 
The principal difference between the DESY 811d other designs is that the 
width of the coil space '-lld also the ~ddition to the length of the 
nagnet due to coils and rounded pole ends scale linearly with aperture. 
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Without going into too much detail, the changes to :?xpressions (15) 




2 (aR/800pN) (a /a) - 2•23a - (n/4).6.r (D/D ) 





!:::.r is the difference between the inner and outer radii of bend of the 
0 
flattened end of the coil which lies against the mirror plate. 
A Mercury Computer progrrun has been written to generate the physical 
parameters(3)and optical parameters(4)of each frunily of quadrupoles 
using the above expressions. The close a~reement between the parameters 
predicted by the move theory (Table 1) and the practical design developed 
from them (4 )demonstrates the reliability of the theory. 
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